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NON-ADIABATIC TRANSITIONS IN MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS∗1
V.BETZ † , B.GODDARD‡ , AND TIM HURST§2
Abstract. We consider non-adiabatic transitions in multiple dimensions, which occur when the3
Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. We present a general, multi-dimensional algorithm4
which can be used to accurately and efficiently compute the transmitted wavepacket at an avoided5
crossing. The algorithm requires only one-level Born-Oppenheimer dynamics and local knowledge6
of the potential surfaces. Crucially, in contrast to many standard methods in the literature, we7
compute the whole wavepacket, including its phase, rather than simply the transition probability.8
We demonstrate the excellent agreement with full quantum dynamics for a a range of examples in9
two dimensions. We also demonstrate surprisingly good agreement for a system with a full conical10
intersection.11
Key words. time-dependent Schrödinger equation, non-adiabatic transitions, superadiabatic12
representations.13
AMS subject classifications. 35Q40, 81V5514
1. Introduction. Many computations in quantum molecular dynamics rely on15
the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation (BOA) [13], which utilises the small ratio ε216
of electronic and reduced nuclear masses to replace the electronic degrees of freedom17
with Born-Oppenheimer potential surfaces. When these surfaces are well separated,18
the BOA further reduces computational complexity by decoupling the dynamics to19
individual surfaces.20
However, there are many physical examples (see e.g. [15],[16],[35] and [40]) where21
the Born-Oppenheimer surfaces are not well separated (known as an avoided crossing)22
or even have a full intersection. In these regions the BOA breaks down, and the23
coupled dynamics must be considered; when a wavepacket travels over a region where24
the surfaces are separated by a small but non-vanishing amount, a chemically crucial25
portion of the wavepacket can move to a different energy level via a non-adiabatic26
transition. The existence of the small parameter ε introduces several challenges when27
attempting to numerically approximate the dynamics. First, and independently of the28
existence of an avoided or full crossing, the wavepacket oscillates with frequency 1/ε29
and hence a very fine computational grid is required. Furthermore, in the region of an30
avoided crossing, the dynamics produce rapid oscillations and, in turn, cancellations31
in the wavepacket; the transmitted wavepacket very close to the crossing is O(ε),32
but in the scattering regime the transmission is exponentially small. It is therefore33
necessary to travel far from the avoided crossing (in position space) with a small time-34
step to accurately calculate the phase, size and shape of the transmitted wavepacket.35
In order to calculate the exponentially small wavepacket, one must ensure that the36
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2 V. BETZ, B. D. GODDARD AND T. HURST
absolute errors in a given numerical scheme are also exponentially small, or they will37
swamp the true result. Finally, the number of gridpoints in the domain increases38
exponentially as the dimension of the system increases. Thus standard numerical39
algorithms quickly become computationally intractable.40
Many efforts have been made to avoid computational expense by approximating41
the transmitted wavepacket while avoiding the coupled dynamics. Surface hopping42
algorithms discussed in [41, 33, 37, 29, 39, 23, 34, 36, 17, 18, 31, 4, 3] approximate43
the transition using classical dynamics, where the Landau-Zener transition rate [42],44
[30] is sometimes used to determine the size of the transmitted wavepacket. This45
method has enjoyed some success, and has been applied to higher dimensional systems46
(in particular see [31, 4]). However, the full transmitted quantum wavepacket is not47
always calculated; phase information is lost, although surface hopping approaches have48
been considered which try to incorporate phase information [21, 32, 14, 27, 24, 26].49
Such information is crucial when considering systems with interference effects, e.g.50
ones in which the initial wavepacket makes multiple transitions through an avoided51
crossing. In contrast, in [10] and [7], a formula is derived to accurately approximate52
the full transmitted wavepacket, in one dimension, using only decoupled dynamics.53
The formula has been applied to a variety of examples with accurate results, including54
the transmitted wavepacket due to photo-dissociation of sodium iodide [9].55
In this paper we construct a method to apply the formula derived in [10] and56
[7] to higher dimensional problems. We set up the problem, state assumptions, and57
the main result and algorithm in Section 2. Our derivation is motivated by the58
derivation of the formula in one dimension [10], which we outline in Section 3 and59
extend to d dimensions in Section 4. In Section 5 we create a d-dimensional formula60
for systems in which near the avoided crossing, when the derivatives of the adiabatic61
potential surfaces are slowly varying in all but the direction in which the wavepacket62
is travelling. We then extend this result via a simple algorithm to obtain a general63
d-dimensional formula. We provide some examples and results in Section 6 and note64
conclusions and future work in Section 7.65
2. Set-up and Main Results. We consider the evolution of a semiclassical66





, governed by the equation:67
iε∂tψ(x, t) = Hψ(x, t),(2.1)6869
where ε2 is the ratio between an electron and the reduced nuclear mass of the molecule,70
i.e. ε 1 and H is a Hamiltonian operator. This system is derived after a standard71
rescaling of a full two level Schrödinger equation involving the kinetic and potential72
terms between electrons and nuclei, which for example is given in [20]. We use the73
ε-scaled Fourier transform to transform the wavepackets ψ1, ψ2 and operators such as74
H into momentum space:75
Definition 2.1. In d dimensions the wavepacket f : Rd → C in scaled momen-76














For any (sufficiently nice) function f : Rd → C ∈ L2(Rd), the ε-scaled Fourier80
transform Âε of an operator A is given by81
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We also define the Weyl quantization [2] in multiple dimensions, which is used84
throughout this paper.85
Definition 2.2. For a symbol H(ε,p, q), given a test function ψ, we define the86



























and d(x) is the part of the potential operator with non-zero trace. In general V (x)96
can be given by a Hermitian matrix, but as noted in [5], any Hermitian V (x) can be97
transformed into real symmetric form. This is known as the diabatic representation98
of the system. We define V1 = Z(x) + d(x) and V2 = −Z(x) + d(x) as the two99
diabatic potentials, with the diabatic coupling element as the off-diagonal element100






, so that we can write the101









Then, defining ρ(x) =
√
X(x)2 + Z(x)2, gives105







Consider the unitary matrix U0 which diagonalises the potential operator V (x):108
U0(x) =

















= U0(x)ψ(x, t), then we arrive at the adiabatic111
Schrödinger equation112
iε∂tψ0(x, t) = H0ψ0(x, t).(2.10)113114
Here H0 = U0HU
−1










2 · (ε∇x)− ε2
∇2xθ(x)
4
ε∇xθ(x)2 · (ε∇x) + ε2
∇2xθ(x)
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The adiabatic potential surfaces are given by the diagonal entries of the adiabatic118
potential matrix to leading order,119
VU (x) = ρ(x) + d(x), VL(x) = −ρ(x) + d(x),(2.12)120121
where VU is the upper adiabatic potential surface, and VL is the lower adiabatic122
potential surface. The off-diagonal entries of (2.12) are coupling terms, which are123
negligible when the two adiabatic surfaces are well separated. An avoided crossing124
occurs when two adiabatic surfaces become close to one another, and the coupling125
terms have a non-negligible effect. Note that, as we are considering semiclassical126
wavepackets, derivatives are of order 1/ε and hence the leading order off-diagonal127
elements are of order ε.128
For a more precise definition of an avoided crossing, we direct the reader to [22]129
(although it should be noted that the precise meaning of avoided crossing does vary130
in the literature), but for the purposes of this paper we will work with a definition of131
an avoided crossing with respect to the wavepacket. We define the centre of mass of132



















Definition 2.3. Let VU and VL be the adiabatic surfaces defined in (2.12) such140
that VU (x) − VL(x) = 2ρ(x). A wavepacket ψ± on the upper/lower level is said to141




reaches a local minimum of ρ142
along its trajectory. Furthermore, we say that the avoided crossing is tilted when,143
near the avoided crossing, the non-symmetric part d(x) of VU and VL can be written144
as d(x) = λ · x+O(‖x‖2), where λ is non-zero in the direction pCOM(t).145
We note that, at an avoided crossing, the derivative couplings in (2.11) are non-146
negligible, and it is in such regions that we expect the transitions between the adiabatic147
states to occur. In the following we consider only cases in which the avoided crossing148
is of dimension zero, either due to the nature of the potential energy surfaces, or the149
path of the wavepacket. In cases where the dimension is higher, for example, when150
the wavepacket travels along a ‘seam’ of avoided crossings, we expect the method to151
break down. For the case of ‘tilted’ crossings in 1D, we refer the reader to [8] and note152
that we will soon make the assumption that ‖λ‖ is small in the direction of pCOM,153
and thus not treat the ‘tilted’ case here.154




and, without loss of generality, that the centre of mass of the wavepacket156
in position space reaches an avoided crossing of height 2δ at position x0 at time tac,157
and is moving in the direction of q1. The adiabatic representation approximates the158
wavepacket transmitted through an avoided crossing to leading order by the pertur-159
bative solution [38]160
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The perturbative solution in the adiabatic representation does not offer much explana-166
tion as to the properties of the transmitted wavepacket. For instance, the constructed167
wavepacket at first looks to be O(ε). However due to the adiabatic coupling operator168
κ±1 , fast oscillations and cancellations between upper and lower transmissions occur169
near the avoided crossing, so that far from in position space the crossing the transmit-170
ted wavepacket is much smaller than the transition at the crossing point (Figure 1).171
For this reason, the transmitted wavepacket is better approximated using the per-














Fig. 1: The total mass of wavepacket ψ−(x) on the lower potential surface against
time t, for the system described in Example 6.1 with parameters in (6.7). The centre
of mass of the wavepacket reaches the avoided crossing at t = 2.
172
turbative solution from the nth superadiabatic representation [10], for some optimal173
choice of n. The nth superadiabatic representation is produced by creating and ap-174
plying unitary pseudodifferential operators Un, such that the off-diagonal elements of175
the potential operator have prefactor εn+1, and the diagonal elements are the same176
to leading order as in the adiabatic representation. Existence of such operators is177
discussed in [10]. The Hamiltonian Hn in the n







ρ(x) + d(x) +O(ε2) εn+1K+n+1




for some pseudodifferential coupling operators K±n+1, which are of order one. The182
perturbative solution in the nth superadiabatic representation is then given by183










Direct computation of the pseudodifferential operators Kn+1 and Un is recursive in n186
(see Section 4), and leads to very complex operators, so we cannot produce a practical187
numerical scheme directly using superadiabatic representations. However we will use188
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superadiabatic representations to construct a simple and accurate algorithm.189
In [7], where a formula approximating the transmitted wavepacket in one dimension190
is constructed, five assumptions are made:191
(A1) The avoided crossing is ‘flat’, i.e. ‖λ‖ in Definition 2.3 is small (in the direction192
of pCOM(tac)) compared to the energy gap, 2δ. This approximation can be193
removed in 1D [8], but the resulting algorithm is more complicated; we will194
pursue the multidimensional version of this in future work.195
(A2) The momentum of the wavepacket near the avoided crossing is sufficiently196
large. Furthermore, by a coordinate rotation we can assume without loss of197
generality that the momentum is concentrated in the first dimension. This198
allows the quantum symbol of the coupling operatorKn+1 to be approximated199
by its highest order polynomial term, as discussed in Section 4.200
(A3) The first order Taylor approximation of the adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer)201
energy surfaces near x0 leads to a dynamics that is a good approximation of202
the true dynamics near x0, i.e. we can write the adiabatic propagators near203




∇2x ± δ + λ · x,(2.19)205
206
(A4) The width of the wavepacket is O(ε). For the 1D case, it has been shown[9]207
that, by the linearity of the Schrödinger equation, we can consider wider208
wavepackets through a slicing method. We expect this to also hold in higher209
dimensions.210
(A5) The functions ρ and θ are analytic in a strip containing the real axis.211
In the multidimensional derivation we will make one additional assumption:212
(A6) The adiabatic potential surfaces near the avoided crossing point vary slowly213
in all but the direction of pCOM(tac).214
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper. Under the assumptions215
(A2) to (A6), we approximate the transmitted wavepacket at the avoided crossing216




(k, t) = e−
i
ε tĤ











(ν(k1), k2, ..., kd),220221
where ξ, ν, τc and τr are the d-dimensional analogues of those quantities defined in222
one dimension in (D1) to (D4), and are discussed in Section 4 and Section 5. Here, as223
described precisely in Algorithm 2.4 below, φ+ is the wavepacket on the upper level224
at the avoided crossing.225
We outline the method through which (2.20) may be used to compute the trans-226
mitted wavepacket using only one-level dynamics via the following algorithm and 2D227
diagrams available in Figure SM1:228
Algorithm 2.4.229
(B1) Begin with an initial wave packet ψ0,+(x) on the upper adiabatic energy230





will attain a minimum value (Figure SM1a).232
(B2) Evolve ψ0,+ on the upper level, i.e. under the BOA, until its centre of mass233
reaches a local minimum at time tac. Define234
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(B3) Divide up the full d-dimensional space into d-dimensional strips parallel to236
pCOM(tac). The width of the strips in all directions perpendicular to pCOM(tac)237
should be of the order of the width of the transition region (along pCOM(tac))238
in the optimal superadiabatic basis. In practice we restrict these strips to the239
region of space where the wavepacket has significant mass.240
(B4) On each strip, replace the true potential energy matrix by an approximation241
that is flat perpendicular to the direction of pCOM(tac). In practice, we take242
the potential along pCOM(tac) in the middle of the strip and replicate it in243
the directions perpendicular to pCOM(tac). Note in particular that the new244
potential may be different for each strip.245
(B5) Compute the transmitted wavepacket on the lower level for each strip by ap-246










(B6) Evolve the transmitted wavepacket away from the avoided crossing on the249










To summarise, we have derived an algorithm for approximating the transmitted252
wavepacket for an avoided crossing in any dimension, which only requires one-level253
dynamics, and local information about the adiabatic electronic surfaces, i.e. δ and254
τ cz. The dependence on the nth superadiabatic representation is also removed due to255
cancellations in the derivation. This seems peculiar to the case where (A1) applies256
and is not expected to be true in general. A similar method can be used to determine257
transmitted wavepackets from lower to upper levels. While we note that when the258
dimension of the system is large, we still require a high dimensional discretization for259
simulation of the one-level dynamics. However, methods (e.g. [28]) which improve260
performance of one-level dynamics can be applied to significantly reduce computa-261
tional cost. In the following section, we derive Algorithm 2.4 and provide numerical262
examples. We note that for a particular asymptotic limit in one dimension, error263
bounds have been constructed for this approximation [10], but for general pCOM, ε264
only empirical estimates are available.265
3. Motivation: Approximating the transmitted wavepacket in one di-266
mension. The formula is derived in one dimension using the superadiabatic pertur-267
bative solution (2.18) by268
(C1) Finding algebraic recursive differential equations to calculate the quantum269
symbol κ±n+1, where K
±
n+1 is the Weyl quantisation of κ
±
n+1.270






(which is the natural scale discussed in [5]) then approximating κ̃±n+1 in an274
analogous way to the time-adiabatic case in [11].275
(C3) Applying the Avron-Herbst formula [1] to H± ≈ ε22 ∂2x±δ+λx by using (A3).276
(C4) Applying a stationary phase argument (with small λ) to evaluate the remain-277
ing integral.278
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Following this derivation leads to an approximation of the transmitted wavepacket in279
scaled momentum space, far from the avoided crossing in momentum space:280
ψ̂−
ε
(k, t) = e−
i
ε tĤ













(D1) The indicator function χk2>4δ (which is one when k
2 > 4δ and zero otherwise)284
relates to (classical) energy conservation: kinetic energy from the potential285
energy difference between two levels must be gained by the wavepacket.286
(D2) The dependence on the nth superadiabatic representation is removed during287
the formula derivation.288
(D3) ν(k) = sgn(k)(
√
k2 − 4δ), the initial momentum a classical particle would289
need to have momentum k after falling down a potential energy difference of290
2δ, i.e. the distance between the potential surfaces at the avoided crossing,291
which shifts the wavepacket in momentum space. This arises naturally; it is292
often enforced in surface hopping algorithms.293
(D4) τ cz := τr + iτc = 2
∫ qcz
0
ρ(q) dq, where qcz ∈ C is the closest value to the local294
minimum of ρ such that ρ(qcz) = 0, when ρ is extended to the complex plane.295
The prefactor e−
τc
2δε |ν(k)−k| determines the size of the transmitted wavepacket.296
In [20], we show that under appropriate approximations of the momentum and297
potential surfaces, this prefactor is comparable to the Landau-Zener transition298
prefactor used in surface hopping algorithms such as in [4]. An additional299
change in phase occurs due to τr, which is present when the potential is not300
symmetric about the avoided crossing.301
The constructed formula (3.2) allows us to approximate the size and shape of the302
transmitted wave packet due to an avoided crossing, and avoid computing expensive303
coupled dynamics. The method for applying the algorithm is as follows:304
Algorithm 3.1 (1D version of Algorithm 2.4).305
(E1) Begin with an initial wave packet ψ+0 on the upper adiabatic energy surface,306
far from the crossing in position space, with momentum such that the wave307
packet will cross the minimum of ρ (Figure 2a).308
(E2) Evolve ψ+0 according to the BOA on the upper adiabatic level until the centre309





(E3) Apply the one dimensional formula to the ε-Fourier transform of the wave313
















(E4) Evolve the transmitted wave packet far away enough from the crossing in317










Applications of the one dimensional formula have been widely successful on a320
variety of examples. In addition to the sodium iodide example [9] already mentioned,321
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Fig. 2: Application of the 1D formula for a particular system discussed in [7]. The
centre of mass of the associated wavepacket (inset) is represented by a black point on
either the upper (blue) and lower (red) adiabatic potential surfaces.
tilted avoided crossings have been examined, and a formula developed which in con-322
trast is dependent on n. The formula has also been successfully applied to model323
interference effects in multiple transitions [20].324
Finally, the above derivation can also be modified for reverse transitions (from325
lower to upper surface). If we consider an initial wavepacket ψ−0 far from the avoided326
crossing in position space on the lower energy level, the above algorithm can be327
applied analogously, where to approximate the wavepacket transmitted to the upper328














where ν̃(k) = sgn(k)
√
k2 + 4δ contributes a loss of momentum due to the potential332
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energy difference between the two surfaces.333
4. Coupling operators in higher dimensions. The first step in deriving334
(3.2) in [10] was to approximate the superadiabatic coupling operators K±n+1. We335
now consider these operators in higher dimensions. We restrict the calculations here336
to two dimensions for clarity, but they can easily be adapted to d dimensions.337
Lemma 4.1. In two dimensions, κ±n+1 is given by338
κ±n+1(p, q) = −2ρ(q)(xn+1(p, q)± yn+1(p, q)).(4.1)339340
where xn+1(p, q), yn+1(p, q) are given by the following algebraic recursive differential341
equations (where we omit the arguments of symbols to ease notation):342






yn = 0, n even, xn = zn = wn = 0, n odd,(4.3)346347


















and for n even351
352




























∂αp (bαyn+1−j + aαwn+1−j),(4.6)357
1
i







∂αp (aαzn+1−j + bαxn+1−j),(4.7)358
359






p2 , and aα = aα(q), bα = bα(q) depend only on q,360
and are given by the recursions361
a0 = ρ(q), b0 = 0,362
a(α1+1,α2) = ∂q1a(α1,α2) + (∂q1θ)b(α1,α2), b(α1+1,α2) = ∂q1b(α1,α2) − (∂q1θ)a(α1,α2),363
a(α1,α2+1) = ∂q2a(α1,α2) + (∂q2θ)b(α1,α2), b(α1,α2+1) = ∂q2b(α1,α2) − (∂q2θ)a(α1,α2).364365
Proof. The method is a straightforward extension of [10, Sections 2 and 3], in366
particular we direct the reader to Proposition 3.3 (page 3654).367
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The result of Lemma 4.1 shows that xn, yn, zn, wn can be written as polynomials in368
p of order n, as the recursive definitions involve finite products, derivatives and sums369












for some xk,m−kn (q), and similarly for yn, zn, wn. For a given j, we write αj = (α, j−α)373































































































We now want to extract p1 and p2 from the final two summations, so that we can390
compare coefficients on either side of the results of Lemma 4.1 to construct recursive391
equations for xA,Bn for A + B < n. Consider terms where j >
n+1
2 . By the limits392
of the third summand, we find that m > n+12 , and that m <
n+1
2 , a contradiction.393
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which can be shown directly (note that the terms where c = 0, c = 1 are zero). Using401















aαj (b+ α)!(n+ 1− c+ j − b− α)!




Importantly, p1 and p2 have been extracted from two of the summations. Note that407
(4.11) reduces to the 1D result in [10] for p2 and p1, by taking b = 0 and α = 0, or408
j − α = 0 and n+ 1− c− b = 0 respectively. We then obtain the following result.409
Proposition 4.2. The coefficients xA,Bn (q) to w
A,B
n (q) are determined by the410
following algebraic-differential recursive equations. We have (omitting arguments of411





1 = 0, A+B ∈ {0, 1},(4.12)413
y0,01 = y
1,1












Further, when n is odd,416
417





























When n is even, we have421
422






































n ) + (x
A−1,B
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Proof. We substitute (4.8) into the results of Lemma 4.1 and compare coefficients439
in powers of p1, p2 on either side, using (4.11).440
As with the coefficients xn and yn in (4.1), κ
±












Here we apply assumption (A2): κ±n+1 ≈ pn1κ
(n,0)±
n+1 (q). In the one dimensional case444
this has been shown to be accurate for sufficiently large p, but in practice holds for445
much smaller values. By directly constructing the Weyl quantisation of pn1κ
(n,0)±
n+1 (q)446
as in [10, pg. 3570], we see that the effect of the coupling operator is negligible447
outside a small region near the avoided crossing, determined by the small parameter448
ε which shows that it is reasonable to take the leading term in κ±n+1. The 2D algebraic449













′ − (∂q1θ)zn,0n ), 0 ≈ ∂q1zn,0n + (∂q1θ)xn,0n .(4.19)452
453
To ease notation, redefine xn+1 = x
n+1,0
n+1 , and similar for yn+1, zn+1. It is unclear454
what the analogue of (3.1), introduced initially in [6] for the time-adiabatic case,455



















where θ̃′ = ddτ(q1,q2) θ̃. These recursive equations also occur in [11], where they are463





τ − τ̄ cz −
iγ




where τ cz is a first order complex singularity of θ̃, and θ̃r has no singularities closer467
to the real axis than τ cz. If the avoided crossing occurs at 0, we can write ρ2(q) =468
δ2 + g(q)2, for some analytic function g such that g(0) ≈ 0, and g2 is quadratic in the469
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neighbourhood of q = 0. Therefore a Stokes line (i.e. a curve with Im(ρ) = 0) crosses470
the real axis perpendicularly [25], and following this line leads to a pair of complex471
conjugate points qcz, q̄cz which are complex zeros of ρ. Defining τ cz = τ(qcz), it is472
shown in [6] that first order complex singularities of the adiabatic coupling function473
arise at these complex zeros. This derivation is still valid in our case, for each q2.474
The recursive algebraic differential equations solved in [11] then give us κ−n to leading475
order:476














It is clear that the results of this section can be extended to higher dimensions, by479
assuming the direction of travel of the wavepacket is in the first dimension. We will480
now use this observation to design an algorithm for multi-dimensional transitions481
using only the 1D transition formula.482
5. Multi-dimensional formula derivation. The derivation of a multidimen-483
sional formula, under the assumptions above, follows similarly to the one dimensional484
case. We want to approximate the pseudodifferential operator Kn, which is given by485
the Weyl quantisation of κn. The polynomial form of κn allows us to simplify the486
Weyl quantisation as follows.487





















Proof. The proof is a multi-dimensional extension of [7, Lemma 4.1]. Firstly,491
using that ψ(y) = (2πε)−d/2
∫
Rd dηψ̂








































































ε (x·(2ξ−η))ψ(η)ĝε(2(ξ − η)).498
499












)Ai e iε (x·(ξ̃−η))ψ̂ε(η)ĝε(ξ̃ − 2η).501
502
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dx exp(i(a · x)/ε) = δ(a) allows us to directly compute the x506
integral, giving (5.1).507
Next we linearise the dynamics near the avoided crossing. By (A3), to leading order508




∇2x ± δ + λ · x.(5.2)510
511






























Since H±1 − H± is quadratic near zero, the integrand in (5.3) is of order 1 in an515 √
ε-neighbourhood of zero. Outside of this region the coupling function provides a516
negligible result, as seen in the one dimensional case [10]. We also use the d dimen-517















































































where A = (A1...Ad). The operator e
sλ·∂k is a shift operator, so esλ·∂kf(k) = f(k +531
λs). Instead of applying the shift operator to the right, we use the fact that the532
integral is invariant under the transform η 7→ η − λs to apply it to the left: in533




(k − η) 7→ κ̂A,−n+1
ε




2±2δ)s−(λ·k)s2) 7→ e i2ε ((‖k−λs‖2±2δ)s−(λ·(k−λs))s2).537538
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where qd−1 = (q2, ..., qd). Using (A6) ρ(q) ≈ ρ(q1) and consequently τ(q) = τ(q1),549
τ cz(qd−1) = τ cz. Therefore the Fourier transform in all other dimensions produces550




− ikxε dx =
√
2πεδ(k). As τ(q) ≈ τ(q1), we only need to551
consider the one dimensional case. This is discussed in [10]. A simple extension to d552






























































By the identity f(x) =
∫∞
−∞ δ(x−a)f(a) da, the integral in the dimensions 2, ..., d can562
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From here we can follow the derivation in [10] and obtain an extension of its main573
result to d dimensions, given by (2.20). In this derivation, cancellations in the integral574
remove all dependence on n. Therefore for implementation of (2.20) we do not need575
to calculate the pseudodifferential operators K±n+1, or in fact find the optimal choice576
for n, but have utilised superadiabatic representations in its construction.577
As justification for the proposed algorithm we note that we evolve the wavepacket578
on the new potential energy surface, restricted to each strip. As such, we discard579
any part of the wavepacket that leaves the strip and ignore any additional parts580
entering from other strips. Since the Schrödinger equation is linear, this introduces581
two types of error, due to: (i) the modification of the potential in each strip, and582
(ii) the wavepacket broadening out of the selected strip, or into it from the outside.583
Both errors are small, the first because the strip is quite narrow (so the potential is584
approximately constant), the second because the time that we actually evolve for is585
small (of the order of the crossing region in the optimal superadiabatic basis).586
In practice, for the examples in Section 6, we compute the BOA dynamics on a uniform587
2-dimensional grid. Once the centre of mass of the wavepacket reaches the avoided588
crossing, we interpolate the wavepacket onto a grid with the new p1 direction parallel589
to that of pCOM. Instead of treating strips of the appropriate width, we simply apply590
the formula (2.20) along each of the 1D lines parallel to p1 (or pCOM); this reduces to591
applying the 1D formula. For small ε, this is essentially equivalent to the algorithm592
above as the approximate potentials of neighbouring lines are very similar and the593
evolution time in the optimal superadiabatic basis is very short.594
6. Numerical results. We perform the algorithm on a selection of examples,595
and compare it to the two level ‘exact’ computation, where the Strang splitting method596


































where Nα are normalisation constants. To ensure that the wavepacket has sufficient601
momentum to travel through the avoided crossing, we choose to define the wavepackets602
at the avoided crossing point, then evolve backwards in time away from the avoided603
crossing using one level dynamics, before evolving forwards and applying the formula.604
In practice the initial wavepacket can be given in any initial location, provided it is605
far enough from the avoided crossing to be unaffected by coupling effects.606
To compare the formula results to exact calculations we use the L2-relative error:607









Where ‖ · ‖ is the standard L2-norm. For comparison to other algorithms which do610
not calculate phase, it is also beneficial to consider the relative absolute error611









or the relative mass error614
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This is a direct extension of a one dimensional problem, and as there is no dependence621
in x2, the assumptions made in the derivation in Section 5 are exactly valid, if the622
direction of the wavepacket is independent of p2. The lower surface is given by VL =623
−VU . The upper adiabatic surface is shown in Figure 3a. We take parameters






























Fig. 3: Contour plot of the upper adiabatic potential surfaces for Example 6.1 (left)













Using a mesh of 213 × 213 points on the domain [−20, 20]2, starting at time 0, we627
evolve the wavepacket back to time -2 with time-step 1/(50‖p0‖), then evolve forwards628
to time 2, applying the algorithm, and compare to the exact calculation. For the629
Gaussian wavepacket ψ, Errel = 0.0151, Erabs = 0.0151, and Ermass = 0.0016. For630
non-Gaussian φ Errel = 0.0389, Erabs = 0.0387, and Ermass = 0.0023. The result of631
the formula and corresponding error are shown in Figures 4 and 5.632












which is a modified Jahn-Teller diabatic potential, where the conical intersection is636
replaced with an avoided crossing with gap 2δ. The upper adiabatic surface is shown637









a mesh of 213 × 213 points on the domain [−40, 40]2, we start at time 0, and evolve641
backwards with time-step 1/(50‖p0‖) to time −20/‖p0‖2, then forwards to 20/‖p0‖2,642
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Fig. 4: Results for Example 6.1, when using parameters in (6.7) with initial
wavepacket of form (6.1). Left: exact calculation (solid line) versus formula result
(dashed line). Contours for the formula result are at the same values as the neigh-
bouring exact contours. Right: relative error.




























Fig. 5: As in Figure 4, but with initial wavepacket (6.2).
we find Errel = 0.0351, Erabs = 0.0304, and Ermass = 0.0029 using Gaussian initial643
wavepacket ψ0, and Errel = 0.0679, Erabs = 0.0616, and Ermass = 0.0033 for non-644
Gaussian initial wavepacket φ. Figures 6 and 7 display the result of the formula645









In addition, we included the sign of x2 in the off-diagonal elements of V (x),649
which then gives the standard Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian. However, let us stress that650
non-adiabatic transitions must be exactly the same for the Hamiltonian with and651
without the sign included. The reason is that by that choice, we have just chosen a652
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Fig. 6: Results for Example 6.2, when using parameters in (6.9) with initial wavepack-
ets of form (6.1). Results are presented as in Figure 4.





























Fig. 7: As in Figure 6, but with initial wavepacket (6.2).
different diabatic representation, but the (unique) adiabatic representation remains653
the same. It is an advantage of our method, which only uses the adiabatic energy654
surfaces, that it is insensitive to such a change. The Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian has655
a conical intersection. We have chosen momentum such that the centre of mass of656
the wavepacket does not cross the intersection. We evolve back to −25/‖p0‖2 with657
a time-step of 1/(50‖p0‖), then evolve forwards to 25/‖p0‖2 using the algorithm,658
and compare with the exact calculation. Then Errel = 0.0638, Erabs = 0.0550, and659
Ermass = 0.0309 for initial wavepacket of form ψ0 and Errel = 0.1511, Erabs = 0.0850,660
and Ermass = 0.0604 for φ, the transmitted wavepacket and error is given in Figure 6.661
Although the relative error is large in this final calculation, the absolute error and662
mass error shows that the algorithm has performed well, given that it is not designed663
for systems where δ is small or vanishing. Figure 9 also shows that the shape of the664
wavepacket is still well approximated qualitatively.665
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We note that the relative and absolute error in Example 6.2 differ, while in Ex-666
ample 6.1 they are the same. We believe this is due to a change in phase when ρ is667
not flat in q2, so the error due to the modification of the potential surface for each668
strip is larger.





























































Fig. 9: As in Figure 8, but with initial wavepacket (6.2).
669
7. Conclusions and Future Work. In this paper we have constructed an670
algorithm which can be used to approximate the transmitted wavepacket in non-671
adiabatic transitions in multiple dimensions, by constructing a formula based on the672
one dimensional result in [7], and appealing to the linearity of the Schrödinger equation673
to decompose the dynamics onto strips with potentials that are constant in all but674
one direction. Presented examples in two dimensions show similar accuracy to one675
dimensional analogues, and are accurate in the phase, which is beyond the capability676
of standard surface hopping models.677
Correctly approximating the phase of the wavepacket becomes important when678
more than one transition takes place. In [20] various one dimensional examples of679
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multiple transitions are explored using the formula, with accurate results. In future680
work we will consider multiple transitions in two dimensions using the algorithm.681
This will involve taking into account the effect of geometric phase [12] due to multiple682
avoided crossings, as well as constructing an approximation of the wavepacket which683
remains on the upper level after a transition has taken place. We also will compare684
the results of the algorithm considered in this paper with other algorithms designed685
to approximate non-adiabatic transitions, e.g. [19].686
Acknowledgements. We wish to thank the anonymous referees for their care-687
ful reading of the manuscript and suggestions which have helped to improve the688
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